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Disclaimer: Only the courts can make a determination in any given case whether the use is “fair” or
not. It is up to the person requesting the copy to prove the use was legitimate. The following are
“rules of thumb” derived over the 33 years since the Copyright Law of 1976 was passed. The crucial
question in all respects – ethically, legally, and in terms of your liability to legal action (civil, NOT
CRIMINAL) – IS THE EFFECT OF THE COPYING ON POTENTIAL SALES. An individual can make a single
copy of portions of a copyrighted work for his or her own use, as long as it is not for financial gain.
Copyright protection exists even without the presence of a copyright notice or symbol. Assume
materials are copyrighted, unless a copyright waiver is present.
“Fair Use” of copyrighted material in ANY format (written materials, images, graphics, video, sound
creations, etc.) permits reproduction “for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting
(including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research. . . “
The following appear to be permissible for educational uses.
1.

One article or chapter of a book or 10% of the total work may be photocopied for classroom use for
one semester without copyright permission or license. With copyright license coverage, the Copy
Center can copy two articles or two chapters of a book or 20% of a total publication.

2. Multiple copies made for classroom use must include a notice of copyright.

IF IT IS DETERMINED THAT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER IS NEEDED TO
PHOTOCOPY A DOCUMENT, FACULTY/COURSE DEVELOPERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR
OBTAINING THAT PERMISSION AND THE PAYMENT OF ANY FEES. ALL LETTERS OF
PERMISSION OR EVIDENCE OF FEES PAID MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE COPY CENTER
BEFORE THE MATERIAL WILL BE PHOTOCOPIED.
CONSUMABLES, SUCH AS WORKBOOKS AND COURSE PACKS, CARRY AN ABSOLUTE
PROHIBITION AGAINST PHOTOCOPYING UNLESS THE CONSUMABLE IS THE SOLE CREATION
OF THE PERSON REQUESTING THE REPRODUCTION OF THE DOCUMENT.

